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STATED MEETING
Ben Hur Shrine meets on the 3rd Thursday of the
month. The next stated meeting will be Jan 21,
2021. YOUR 2021 DUES CARD IS REQUIRED!
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Temple Director - Chris Garner
Captain of the Guard - Ferril “F.C.” Smith, MD
Outer Guard - Robin Shannon
1st Ceremonial Master—Russell Jones
2nd Ceremonial Master - John Wood
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Potentates message—rdenghel@gmail.com
Ladies and Nobles,
Happy New Year! It’s finally 2021! Anything other than 2020.
The New Year brings a new Divan to Ben Hur, and we have a fun-filled year planned for 2021.
There is at least one family event planned for EVERY month this year! The first one is on January 16th and it is a potluck Game Night. Ben Hur will provide the meat and the drinks, so you
only need to bring your favorite side dishes, desserts, and games. Look for an upcoming email
with more details on this event.
As you may know, the mid-winter Texas Shrine Association session in 2021 will be entirely virtual. There will be an online meeting on February 5th and that will be the entirety of that session. Several unit and clubs mid-winter sessions have been cancelled as well. I missed the Director’s Staff session last year, and I was really looking forward to it. And it’s cancelled this
year. Maybe the next time I will be Potentate they won’t cancel it. Just kidding! Two back-toback years is my limit. And First Lady Holly told me in no uncertain terms that two years is her
limit as well.
I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone who helped and supported me and First Lady
Holly in 2020. It wasn’t an easy year, but we got through it. Ben Hur will again be what we
once were, and more! All we need is your participation. I am looking forward to seeing all of
you at Shrine events this year. Come out and have some FUN!
You may stop reading now unless you’re curious about more strange customs from some obscure Transylvanian mountain village. Proceed at your own peril.
Much like everywhere else, the new year brings new hope in the village. But no group is looking forward to the New Year more than single young women. Most of them are very curious
about the New Year and what it may bring. Over the years, customs have developed to address their curiosity, and as the years went on the customs got stranger and stranger.
To prepare for the New Year, single women wear a ribbon in their hair. Some women make
their own ribbon, while others buy the ribbon. Of course, the women who made their own ribbon look down on the women who bought the ribbon. How do these women who buy ribbon
expect to get married and take care of a new family when they can’t even make their own ribbon?
The ribbon would be decorated in all sorts of ways, some more creative than others. Some
women would use beads or colored pieces of yarn, while others who planned ahead used dried
flowers that they saved during the summer for just this purpose. Regardless of how the ribbon
was decorated, a lot of artistic talent went into it, along with the hope that by decorating this
ribbon in a certain way, it would bring better luck in the year ahead.
On December 29th, three days before the New Year, single women fasten the ribbon securely to
their hair and start the process that would reveal to them all the secrets of the New Year. Or
at least that was the hope. For three days, single women fast and pray, isolated in their rooms
and limiting their social interactions. I wonder if at some point the process started on New
Year’s Eve and parents just got tired of their daughters pestering them about the New Year and
decided to extend the custom to three days instead of just one day.
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On the night between the years, their long effort comes to fruition. On this night, as close
as possible to midnight, dressed in new clothes that have never been worn before, the
young woman leaves her room and walks outside the house and into the yard. It is dark
and it is very cold. Most times there is heavy snow on the ground. But the young woman
doesn’t notice any of it. The richly decorated ribbon stayed in her hair for three days,
which to her means that she did everything right. Her ardent prayers are about to be
answered, and although she is hungry and cold, it is hope alone that keeps her going. She
walks through the snow up to the fence. If you think the process up until now is strange,
what follows is even more so. The young woman now has to decide whether she will turn
right or left. Everyone has an opinion on this matter. It’s the same unanswered question
as Pepsi or Coke, Ginger or Marianne, and pancakes or waffles. She finally makes up her
mind and turns. Then she shuts her eyes and walks forward a number of steps. It is
everyone’s guess as to how many steps. Some young women use the number of letters in
their first name. Some use the number of letters in their entire name. Others use their
own intricate formula. Once the number of steps has been taken, the hopeful young
woman opens her eyes. She looks in front of her for the nearest fence post. The ribbon
comes out of her hair and gets tied to this fence post. All of her hopes and dreams are
now resting on this poor fence post.
The young woman returns to her home, says more prayers and goes into a restless sleep.
She has done the best she could up to this point, and it is now out of her hands. You see,
she hopes that during the night between the years, she will dream of her future husband.
This is what the last three days have been all about, mostly! Some women dream and
other do not. Those who dream of handsome young men wake up cheerful and most likely
start planning their wedding that very morning. Those who wake up without having
dreamt of a knight in shining armor still have one hope: the fence post. They rush outside
to take a very close look at this innocent fence post.
The fence post is supposed to provide the answers that the dreams have not revealed. All
fences in the village are wood fences. If the fence post is straight, the future husband is
supposed to be handsome. If there is a lot of bark on the post, the future husband will be
rich. This is why fathers who have unmarried daughters build their fences with the best
fence posts available. Well, at least the fence posts closest to the house.
While the young women fast and pray, the young men of the village plot and scheme.
They wait until after midnight, and then sneak around in the night to the houses of young
women they suspect might be doing the fence post ritual. The young men look for the
decorated ribbon and then retie it to the worst fence post they can find. This is yet
another reason for fathers who have daughters to use only the best fence posts available.
If the worst fence post is still straight and has a generous amount of bark on it, the fathers
will have happy daughters and a peaceful and quiet home at least until spring.
Some people go through the ritual even if they are married, just to get an idea about the
year ahead. My wish for you in 2021 is, may your fence post be straight and full of bark!
Fraternally,
Romeo Denghel
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Assistant rabban Elect- fatboyfab1955@gmail.com
Howdy Nobles and Ladies,
By the time this is published we will have had our Christmas and started a New Year. I
can’t say that 2020 was a year I expected but I do give thanks for what we have. Pam
and I have our health, family and friends and our Shriner/Mason family. We have lost a
few friends but also gained some new ones.
I want to congratulate our elected 2021 Divan and especially our new Oriental Guide
Noble Jim McConnell and his Lady Joan. It will be a fun time and pass quicker than you
think. We have planned some exciting things for 2021 and hope to get things moving
again.
I am honored to have been elected Assistant Rabban and that I continue to have your
trust. Pam and I have enjoyed our first two years on the Divan and will continue to
devote ourselves to Ben Hur Shrine. Y’all have become family.
The Homecoming Event for our Imperial Potentate Jim Smith and First Lady Alice was a
bunch of fun. Hats off to Nobles Jim Kinley and Joe Pickering for the great BBQ and to
the rest of the folks that made it a success. It was an undertaking having it at a remote
location, but everyone pulled it off. Great food and fellowship.

Pam is waiting for the totals from the Kendra Scott fundraiser for Lady Alice’s Rising
Star Program. We will publish the results when she receives it.
The Ben Hur Travel Club Fredricksburg campout and Christmas Party was a great
success. We all ate great and had a few drinks. We even exchanged some gifts. The
fellowship was great even though our Illustrious Potentate didn’t win one hand of
Goofy Golf. He will come back strong next time.
As I have said many times. Call some of your brothers and sisters when you can to
check on them. These have been
trying times and sometimes just a
phone call will make someone’s
day. When we open up again we
will need everyone to help and get
the enthusiasm up and I hope is
real soon.
Imperial is just a few months away
and something to look forward to.
Hope to see you guys soon and stay
Ben Hur Proud !
Chuck “Fester” Jones
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High Priest & Prophet elect— heinemanja@yahoo.com
Hello All,
First and foremost, I would like to thank all the Nobles for your faith in me and
electing me to the position of High Priest & Prophet. It is an honor to serve the Nobles
of Ben Hur for another year. Janet and I are excited to start the next step in our journey. Hopefully 2021 brings all of us a better year, one where we can meet physically
and not just see each other on our monitors or phones.
As we start the new Shriner year, I want you remind you that we, the Divan, are
in service to the Nobility. We are there to help lead the membership, we are not there
to do everything for the Shrine. You are the Shrine, and we need your help, input and
work to go forward and make your Shrine better and more fun. The Nobility should
take ownership, be proud, and put in the work needed to make Ben Hur grow.
As far as Membership is concerned, you have heard that we have lost over 150
Brothers since 2017. We all need to work on this. We need to go to our Blue Lodges
participate, be recognized, and to let them know what we are about. That we are not a
fraternity that takes their membership away, without the Blue Lodge, we do not exist.
Your Divan has worked to create a fun filled calendar for 2021. Once we can safely do
so, come out and have fun, bring friends and their families from your Blue Lodge along
so they can see for themselves what Ben Hur is all about. We need to work together to
bring new members into both our Fraternities.
The Travel Club met in Fredericksburg this month. It was a great time and Fredericksburg is a fun town to visit. We had our Christmas party with way too much food.
There was also some card playing going on, but you need to ask Ill. Sir Romeo how he
did.
Finally, Janet and I wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Looking forward to 2021!
James Heineman
Oriental Guide and High Priest and Prophet, Elect
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Daughters of ISIS
Transcribed from Austin Statesman December 14, 1893

The first Vigil of Ben Hur Court.
At 7:30 last night under the auspices of Ben Hur Temple of the Mystic Shrine was
established under a dispensation from Mecca Temple of New York, a chapter of the
Daughters of Isis. There were fifty- one initiated and this is the only chapter of the
kind in Texas.
After the initiatory services, a banquet was given at the Driskell and on one side
of the menu card was the following with the menu.
Daughters of ISIS, Ben Hur Court
Leletyes Sabt, thirtieth day, sixth month, Hejra 1311 Jamaz Ul Awwal.
Answering to Friday, December 8th, 1893. First vigil of Ben Hur Court, banquet
Driskell Hotel, 10:00 pm
MENU
---------------Oysters: Stewed Oysters
Fish: Fillet of Trout, Tartar Sauce
Relishes: Green Olives and Water Cress
Cold: Turkey and Venison
Salads: Chicken Salad and Lobster Salad
Dessert: Vanilla Ice Cream, and Assorted Cakes
Fruit: Oranges, Grapes, Bananas, Nuts, Fresh California Raisins. Coffee. Tea.
There were fully two hundred and fifty guests seated at the long table made in crescent
shape. The Nobles wore their fezes during the banquet. Judge Doom, the Potentate,
was the toastmaster, and was very felicitous in his introduction of speakers.
Mayor McDonald responded to the first toast “Our Oasis, our home, Austin”. Mr.
E. T. Moore responded to “Love” and Dr. R. K. Smoot to Mecca Temple.
The toasts were all good and the banquet at 12:20 o’clock ended with a most
delightful evening spent. An orchestra furnished delicious music during the banquet.
Ed. Note: In the nineteen twenties, exact date unknown, there seemed to be a
problem between the Daughters of ISIS and the Ben Hur Shriners. According to
accounts of the time the Daughters had assumed too much control and were wanting to
be considered as a Shrine Unit. The furor resulted in the Daughters of ISIS being
disbanded. The group later was reorganized as the Daughters of the Nile. The
Daughters of ISIS still exist under the auspices of the Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order of
the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.
Gene Freudenberg PP
Historian
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January 2021
SUN

3

MON

4

TUE

5

WED

6

THU

7

Texana 123

FRI

SAT

1

2

HOLIDAY

Installation
of Officers
at 11am

8

9

RENTAL

Divan Retreat
10

11

12

13

14

Mini B’s

Trailblazers

Provost
Guard

15

16

Grand Lodge of Texas
17

18

19

HOLIDAY

Provost

20

25

26

22

Ben Hur
Stated

Directors Staff

24

21

27

28

Clowns

Carboys

23
Travel Club

29

30

31

BE SURE AND CHECK WWW.BENHURSHRINE.ORG FOR
LATEST DATES AND TIMES. CALENDARS CAN CHANGE.
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February 2021
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

Mini Bs

Trailblazers

Provost
Guard

16

17

18

19

20

26

27

Texana #123

7

14

8

15

Provost
Directors
Staff

21

22

23

BHS Stated

24

25

Clowns

Carboys

28

BE SURE AND CHECK WWW.BENHURSHRINE.ORG FOR
LATEST DATES AND TIMES. CALENDARS CAN CHANGE.
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WILCO SHRINE CLUB
At present, the banquet room at Berry Creek Golf and Country Club remains closed,
until April 2021 for Shrine Club dinner meetings. With the current social restrictions, I
haven't been successful at locating an appropriate and safe place for us to come
together. Our Club Elections for 2021 Officers, normally conducted in October, are
delayed. So, your 2020 Officers are in a "holding pattern".
Sadly, Noble Jack Neal's son, Jack Jr passed in December. We send our prayers,
sympathy and condolences.
By the time this is printed, the Sun City Christmas and Holiday lights and decorations
put in place by the members and friends of WILCO Shrine Club will have been removed
and stowed for next year. An enormous amount of man-power and some Jami Dewees
woman-power is required to make these decorations possible. To the 30 Nobles and
Friends, who helped this year, I submit my grateful appreciation.
In 2021, Noble Gary Kramer will become our Decoration and Lighting Director, but not
before we observe a debt of gratitude and standing ovation for Noble Jack Neal, who for
years and years, has dedicated himself to serving Sun City and WILCO Shrine Club in
this outstanding program. Like all of you, we look forward to a better 2021. My best
wishes to each of you and may God bless.
Ron Speaks

Capital city carboys
I hope everyone had a safe, enjoyable, and uneventful Christmas and New Year. 2020
is gone, forever, and I hope 2021 will bring with it the fun of brewing, drinking and
fellowship. In case you are wondering, Ill Sir Gene Freudenberg decided to drop out of
the Carboy line due to his involvement with the 2021 Imperial Session committee.
Sooo, I moved up to be your Brew master and Charles Maddox is now the Craft Brewer.
Chris is still our Sec/Treasurer, thank goodness. This leaves the Apprentice Brewer
position open, so if anyone would like to get on the line, let us know.
After everyone gets their vaccination and we are able to be mobile once again, we plan
to visit a few breweries in the area an maybe visit some of our brewing friends in near
temples. I will be working with the elected officers of our jolly group to develop a
schedule going forward. I would welcome any ideas from the floor as well as possible
fundraising ideas.
A preview of possible visits would be Alstadt Brewery in Fredericksburg, Bear King
Brewery in Marble Falls, Brazos Valley in Brenham and Blackwater Draw Brewery in
Bryan. These could be a day outing or a weekend spend the night thing. Think about it.
We could even invite our brothers from Alzafar and Arabia. Give it some thought and
provide feedback.
That’s it for this month, so remember keep your powder dry and your throat quenched.
Cactus Sam
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Office of Ben Hur Shrine Potentate
Issues this

POTENTATE PARDON
To

LADY LADELL FREUDENBERG
For her actions perpetrated against the Potentate named below during the past several years. This pardon applies to actions already taken and does not cover any future infractions. The record of the person mentioned above shall be expunged and
no further legal action shall be taken.
Issued by

Romeo Denghel
Ben Hur Shrine Potentate 2020
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2021 CHARIOT BOOSTER CLUB
Greg & Ann Murrow
Brian & Carol Vance
Doris Grabo
Aggie & George Auer, PP
Jerry & Bea Hohman
‘The Count’ and Lady Denghel
Chuck “Fester” & Pam Jones
Ralph & Vera Reasor
Prairie Lea Lodge #114
Ron & Debbie Speaks
Andrea & Brad Cole, PP
Margaret & Bob Kelly, PP
James & Janet Heineman
Imp. Sir Jim & Lady Alice Smith
Dottie Hughes & Alan Mulder
Kathy & Randy Wimbish
Heather & Rob Kelly, Jr
Louise J Hein
Dale & Barbara Dugger
Duke & Tracey Dugger
Ron & Jami Dewees
Alfred & Ellie Blaschke
Byron & Linda Betncourt
Hubert & Dorothy Cook
Bobby G Harden
Highland Lakes Shrine Club
Jack Neal
Charlie & Betty Farnham
John Cooper

04/35
12/25
12/24
08/24
07/24
07/24
06/24
01/24
11/23
11/23
10/23
10/23
07/23
07/23
07/23
02/23
02/23
02/23
09/22
09/22
07/22
03/22
03/22
02/22
01/22
01/22
12/21
12/21
12/21

Tom & Judy Schneider
Forest & Doris Cruse
Leonard & Lidia Bronik
Jim & Sharlene Worley
David & Juanell Yeager
David & Samon Isbell
Dr. & Mrs Mike Barry, PP
Vernon & Leona Milton
In Memory of Gail Carruth
Gerald "Jerry" Carruth
Bill Manning
Jim & Donna King
Herb & Shirley Canada
Count & Mrs. Denghel
Charles & Emily Maddox
In Memory of Don Lee
WILCO Shrine Club
Henry & Vicki Shoenfelt
Charles Casey
In Memory of Judy Casey
Colorado Commandery #4 KT
Austin Council #2 RSM
Lonestar Chapter #6 RAM
Bill Manning
In Memory of Betty Anderson
Stan Anderson
Alice & Billy Edmondson
Charles Campbell
In Memory of Gus Carlson
Tom Arbuckle

12/21
12/21
11/21
11/21
11/21
10/21
10/21
09/21
09/21
09/21
08/21
08/21
08/21
08/21
07/21
07/21
07/21
07/21
05/21
05/21
05/21
05/21
05/21
05/21
04/21
04/21
03/21
03/21
02/21
02/21

NOTICE: Did YOUR name get dropped this edition?
Remember to check the date following your name. Next edition will drop all dates to 2/21 ! Send
in the form below TODAY with your $25 to become/remain a loyal booster club member.

YES! I WANT TO BE A BOOSTER
Enclosed please find my check in the amount of $_______

[ ] ONE LINE (single name) - $25 per year
[ ] ONE LINE (Mr. & Mrs. or two names) - $25 per year
[ ] TWO LINES (Yours and your Lady’s name on 2 lines - $45 per year
NAME(S): _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Mail to the Temple Secretary.
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ED WEEREN
INSURANCE AGENCY

BLACK CAMEL REPORT

Col Robert G Carroll 11/19/2020
Wayne Denton 11/24/2020
James M. Worley 11/28/2020
Russel E Hain 12/8 2020
John D McDuffie 12/17/2020

Laura’s Smiles Quilts
Crafted by Laura Holst
Specializing in T-Shirt & Memory Quilts

LauraSmiles.com | 512-736-4392
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NOBILITY SALES ITEMS
Items have already sold by being posted here. Got something to sell?
Let us know and we will post it ...
There are 4 Mini B cars for sale. Sold as is from The Mini B Unit of Ben Hur. These cars
will be sold for the sum of $500.00 Dollars Each! Or $1,500 Dollars for all 4. These
vehicles are all to be sold AS IS! Some need a little T.L.C. The bodies are in great
shape. And the Ben Hur Mini B’s Unit has decided to sell them to Shriners First then
public after. Please if you are interested in purchasing one of these Gems or all of
them, contact Noble Danny Adrian. And also NOTE that the one photo with Noble
Ramon Reyes in the in car is NOT for sale.

Do you have a business or know of a business that would like to reach
over 700 views? We would love additional business sponsorships for
our Chariot. For additional information contact Ben Hur Shrine at
secretary@benhurshrine.org or 512-480-0812

TIME DATED MATERIAL
DO NOT DELAY

Ben Hur Shriners
7811 Rockwood Lane
Austin, TX 78757
(512) 480-0812

NON PROFIT ORG.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit 1120
Austin, Texas

BEN HUR NOBLES WITH BIRTHDAYS IN JANUARY
1/1
Carl W Winters, Jr.

1/10
William M Bastas

1/19
Jason P Harrell

1/2
Brian A Vance
Thomas J Iadanza

1/11
Robert F Park Jr. PP

1/21
Frank G White, Jr.
Sean L Hamilton

1/3
Kenneth M Lamb
1/4
Alfred E Blaschke
Donald R Adkins
Frank D Allard
1/6
Marty R Akins
1/7
Edward T Laine
Anthony D Graziano

1/8
Wiley W Bell
Stephen D Willett PP
Kevin D Woehl
1/9
Ed Cleere
Walter E Sanders PP

1/12
Fred Sams

1/13
Isaac E Burnette
1/14
Clarence C Cobb
Hugh K Tidwell
1/15
James C Overcash
1/16
Norman C Tolpo
Chandler Davis
1/18
William F McFarlin Jr
Henry R Tindell
Aaron K Robertson

1/22
Ricky E Hayes
Byron G Webster
1/24
Vernon H Emken
Stanly W Kozik
1/25
David E Yeager
1/26
Michael K Livingston
James W Maines
Bode L Barker
1/27
Orville C Robbins
1/28
John W Turner
Robert L Eschenburg Jr.

1/29
Donald L Heckmann
Sidney P McDavid
1/30
Horace R Overstreet
Rostam J Freitag

1/31
Howard N Landry
Garrett J Cooper
Michael D Hollingsworth

